Know Your Laws Against Distracted Driving

Q: Does Wyoming prohibit texting while driving for ALL drivers?
A: Yes.

Q: Does the law fall under –
   • Primary enforcement (you can stopped for this reason only)?
   • Secondary enforcement (you can be stopped only if another violation is also occurring)?
A: Primary enforcement.

Q: What is the penalty if you are caught texting and driving?
A: $75 fine.

Q: Does the City of Cheyenne prohibit hand-held cell phone use for ALL drivers?
A: Yes.

Q: Does the law fall under –
   • Primary enforcement (you can stopped for this reason only)?
   • Secondary enforcement (you can be stopped only if another violation is also occurring)?
A: Primary enforcement.

Q: What is the penalty for talking on a hand-held cell phone?
A: $125 fine.